STUDY ABROAD IN PARIS, FRANCE!

Summer Session I, 2011
At ETSU June 13 – June 17
In Paris June 18–July 9

Estimated cost: $4500
Including * Tuition ($800) * Airfare ($1400)
* Lodging ($1000) * Metro ($200)
* Museums ($200) * Excursions ($200)
* Course Materials ($150) * Insurance ($50)
* Meals ($500)

Scholarships are available!
ETSU International Education Scholarships
( up to $2250)
One competitive Full Scholarship per class

ENGL 4340 Topics in Film: French Film
Dr. Jennifer Barker
French filmmakers have shaped global film culture throughout the 20th century with movements such as Poetic Realism, the Nouvelle Vague and Cinema du look and directors like the Lumière brothers, George Méliès, Jean Renoir, Jean-Luc Godard, Agnès Varda, Alain Resnais, François Truffaut, Claire Denis, and Jean-Jacques Beineix. Paris has been an inspiration and a location for countless films since 1895 and is the center of film production in France. The first half of this course will be devoted to exploring the history of French film in Paris in conjunction with an investigation of the city as film site. The second half of the course will explore contemporary filmmaking at the Paris Cinema International Film Festival.

ENGL 4956: The Arthurian Tradition in France
Dr. Harold Zimmerman
In the Middle Ages, some of the most popular works of literature were tales of King Arthur and his splendid knights. Born of Welsh and Celtic frustrations surrounding the fall of Romano-Celtic Britain, almost everything we associate with the Arthur mythos derives from Anglo-Norman and French enthusiasm for the definitive medieval English king. This class is designed to introduce students to the medieval King Arthur, with its focus on the rapid and multifaceted development of the tradition in late twelfth- and early thirteenth-century France. We will also enhance our understanding of this literature and its culture by visiting a variety of locations, such as the Musée de Cluny and cathedrals, castles and other medieval sites in and around Paris.

For more information contact
Dr. Jennifer Barker (barkerj@etsu.edu) or Dr. Harold Zimmerman (zimmermh@etsu.edu)